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By the time the last call rolls around, you've already put in a long night of hard work. The last thing you want to do is push people out the door. That's the enduring impression you'll leave on your guests and playing Closing Time on the jukebox probably won't cut it. While most patrons will willingly go, some may need an extra nudge. These are five tips to do last call with grace and efficiency. Last call should
have a specific protocol that each staff member follows each time. Recap is key to success, says Trip Sandifer, the drinks manager at The Painted Duck and The Painted Pin in Atlanta. Have policies and procedures in place and follow them every time, he says. If there's a clear regimen for the end of the night, guests will respect you for that. Pay attention to the time and always do last call at the same time,
says Lisa Copenhaver, the bar manager at Citrus Grove Distillers in Claremont, Calif. Let your guests go lovingly. There's no easier way to piss off a patron than to rush them into completing a drink — or worse, pouring out a full one. Giving plenty of warning about last call will ensure your guests will have plenty of time to wrap things up, complete their drinks and find out what they're doing next. We do call
30 minutes before we close the doors, sandifer says. We stop serving 10 minutes after last call. Lights come up five minutes later. All guests must be nearby from the building. While it may be tempting to serve your friends or colleagues an extra drink while you close, it's a surerable way to get in trouble. If you tell one group of guests that the bar is closed, but then you turn around and serve drinks to your
industry friends, you'll forever lose the trust of your guests, says Andrew Meltzer, the beverage director at Noosh in San Francisco. When the wee hours approach, our concept of time can become fluid, especially when we've ingested alcohol. Therefore, it is best to articulate to a guest exactly how many minutes they need to complete their beverages. If they're still annotated, you might call your state or
city's laws for last call. When our customers have dissatisfied at the end of the night, we have the law to lean back, said Jozlyn Pust, a bartender at Under Current in Salt Lake City. This way, we're not the ones. Many people respect that this will also create problems for us. At the end of even the busiest night, remember that guests are still your guests. I refill every water at midnight so that it's ready for
them when needed, pust says. If a person is reluctant to leave, help them out by giving them suggestions on where to go next or offer the bar's address if they need to call an Uber. Tell them some cool places to go, Meltzer says. I like to have some secrets up my sleeve, like good places to enjoy a city view at night (none not needed) or some late night clubs late night clubs stop serving alcohol, but keep
wanting DJs and dancing. Iquique Airport Shared Arrival TransferIquique Airport Shared Departure TransferPintados Geoglyphs Humberstone and Salar Grande tour Sky fly to Santiago (daily from CH$44,000, two hours) and La Serena (from CH$46,000), plus one weekly flight to Concepción (from CH$60,000 21/4 Blue Sky café hides an alleyway in a former Jehovah's Witness Kingdom Hall, but the secret
is out: it's hands down the best joint in town for breakfast, soups, sandwiches, burgers and salads, with all ingredients derived from local suppliers. The kitchen stops serving at 4am, but the café later remains open when there is an evening start. That giant sigh you just heard? The collective illumination of the Northern Hemisphere that springs with all its beauty, sounds and smells is finally here. It's also the
perfect time for stargazers to throw little more than a sweatshirt and enjoy warmer nights looking up in heaven. While May isn't as heavy with celestial events as other months, there are some highlights worth circling. Here are some to keep in mind as we move ever closer to the summer season. Wish you clear days! A view of the Eta Aquariums in California. (Photo: jason jenkins [CC BY-SA 2.0]/Flickr)
Peaking at dawn on May 5 through the early hours of May 6, the annual Eta Aquarid meteor shower is one of the more reliable shooting star events of the year. Observers near the equator through the Southern Hemisphere will have the best views, with the meteors evidenced by star Eta Aquarii in the constellation Aquarius. (It is located in the fourth quadrant of the Southern Hemisphere and can be seen
at latitudes between +65 degrees and -90 degrees, according to Constellation Guide.) However, an approaching full moon on the 7th is likely to lash out all but the brightest Aquarides. With that in mind, it might be best to watch this shower in the pre-day hours of May 1, 2, and 3rd. One neat thing about the Aquarid shower is that it consists of icy debris left over from visits by Halley's Comet. Because the
current orbit of Halley doesn't pass enough by Earth to produce meteor showers, the Aquarids are remnants leftover from a closer orbit from hundreds of years ago. The full Flower Moon will peak on the morning of May 7. (Photo: Jamie Wang [CC BY-SA 2.0]/Flickr) Like all the other awesome monthly full-moon assumptions we've recently come to know (Frost Moon, Wolf Moon, Worm Moon), April's Flower
Moon reflects on what's happening on the ground in the Northern Hemisphere. This month's full moon was also known by Native Americans as the Mother's Moon, the Wheat Plant Moon and the Milk Moon. The last of 2020's series of four superpoons, the full Flower Moon will reach its peak on the morning of May 7 at 6:45 a.m. ET. This is an image of another comet, C/2014 Q2 (LOVEJOY), which was
discovered by Terry in August 2014 and was visible to the naked nude in January and February 2015. (Photo: Serrgey75/Shutterstock) Back in March, astronomers and enthusiasts alike were making careful observations and giddy predictions about a comet called ATLAS (after the observatory it discovered) and its potential to become one of the brightest and most spectacular in decades. And then, as
ATLAS moved closer to the inner solar system, it broke up — effectively dazzling hope that it could be transformed into a so-called great comet. Surprisingly, just as quickly as ATLAS began to crumble, another comet was discovered by amateur astronomer Michael Mattiazzo on April 11. The Australian studied images captured by the SWAN camera (Solar Wind Anisotropies tool) on NASA's Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) when he spotted the comet SWAN is expected to pass at a safe distance of 55 million miles through Earth on May 12, making its closest approach to the sun (40 million miles). It's possible that SWAN could brighten to size 3.5, which would be enough to make it a naked eye object, or it could disintegrate like ATLAS. Comet SWAN, which last visited our neighbourhood
about 25 million years ago, will be best seen from the Southern Hemisphere. However, should it brighten to a naked eye object, it could become visible to those in northern latitudes. According to Thrillist, SWAN should brighten up, look for it low in the western northwest sky after sunset and low in the east-northeast sky before sunrise. A meteorite stripes across the Grand Canyon, with the Milky Way in the
air. (Photo: Harun Mehmedinovi/SKYGLOW) One of the tougher annual meteor showers to observe, the α-Scorpion's emicating from low on the horizon in the southeast. The shower is believed to be causing by 2004 BZ74, a large asteroid that arises debris as its orbit carries it from outside Jupiter to around the sun. While this shower is only associated with as many as three to five shooting stars every
hour, some have been reported to exhibit burning routes lasting over a minute. The price behind viewing this celestial event isn't as much quantity, but quality of what you can see illuminates the night sky. Far from city lights, a new moon offers the perfect dark sky conditions to stardom. (Photo: jaboo2foto/Shutterstock) The new moon will come on May 22, bringing with it dark skies perfect for picking out
galaxy clusters like Omega Centarui (thought to contain about 10 million stars) or the Virgo Cluster (estimated to feature as many as 2,000 galaxies). An artist's illustration of the SpaceX Crew Dragon dock with the International Space Station. (Photo: SpaceX) Later in the month, SpaceX will finally achieve its goal of sending astronauts to the International Space Station. The mission, called Demo-2, will
see NASA astronauts Doug Hurley and Bob Behnken rise about 240 miles above Earth after the ISS aboard a SpaceX Crew Dragon The Falcon 9 rocket they will take in a low Earth orbit is expected to launch at 4:32 p.m. EDT .m May 27 27 Start Path 39A at NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The historic event will mark the first crew launch of U.S. soil since NASA retired its shuttle program in
2011. NASA will not invite spectators to see the launch (with county officials in Florida discouraging tourists from doing the same) in regards to social distancing requirements. Nevertheless, you can watch this incredible moment unfold online through several live events on YouTube. The Milky Way rises over Fifty Mountain inside the Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument in Escalante, Utah. (Photo:
Ryan Hallock [CC BY 2.0]/Flickr) For almost all of May, those in the Northern Hemisphere looking for the bright star-dusted band from the Milky Way to sunset won't find it. The galactic disk all month is located on the plane of the horizon, effectively hiding it from sight. It's not until midnight, as the night sky turns from east to west, that this celestial wonder will slowly begin to rise. By August, the best month
to see the Milky Way, this galactic plane will be overhead and stretch full across the sky. Air.
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